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Abstract
Purpose: Our purpose was to investigate the interobserver variability in breast tumor bed delineation using magnetic resonance (MR)

compared with computed tomography (CT) at baseline and to quantify the change in tumor bed volume between pretreatment and

end-of-treatment MR for patients undergoing whole breast radiation therapy.

Methods and Materials: Forty-eight patients with breast cancer planned for whole breast radiation therapy underwent CT and MR (T1,

T1 fat-suppression [T1fs], and T2) simulation in the supine treatment position before radiation therapy and MR (T1, T1fs, and T2) at the

end of treatment in the same position. Two observers delineated 50 tumor beds on the CT and all MR sequences and assigned cavity

visualization scores to the images. The primary endpoint was interobserver variability, measured using the conformity index (CI).

Results: The mean cavity visualization scores at baseline were 3.14 (CT), 3.26 (T1), 3.41 (T1fs), and 3.58 (T2). The mean CIs were

0.65, 0.65, 0.72, and 0.68, respectively. T1fs significantly improved interobserver variability compared with CT, T1, or T2 (P < .001,

P < .001, and P = .011, respectively). The CI for T1fs was significantly higher than T1 and T2 at the end of treatment (mean 0.72,

0.64, and 0.66, respectively; P < .001). The mean tumor bed volume on the T1fs sequence decreased from 18 cm3 at baseline to 13

cm3 at the end of treatment (P < .01).

Conclusions: T1fs reduced interobserver variability on both pre- and end-of-treatment scans and measured a reduction in tumor bed

volume during whole breast radiation therapy. This rapid sequence could be easily used for adaptive boost or partial breast irradiation,

especially on MR linear accelerators.
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Introduction
Multiple randomized controlled trials have established

adjuvant radiation therapy after breast-conserving sur-

gery as standard of care in the management of early-stage

breast cancer to reduce the risk of local recurrence

(LR).1-3 An updated meta-analysis of randomized trials

also reported a significant reduction in the risk of breast

cancer death at 15 years.4 LR risk is greatest within the

region of the tumor bed.5 Accurate delineation of the
r
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lumpectomy tumor bed is therefore fundamental to the

success of both breast boost and partial breast irradiation

(PBI) in preventing LR.6-8

Although computed tomography (CT) is superior to

clinical-based planning in defining the tumor bed vol-

ume,9-11 studies have shown variable results in tumor bed

delineation between observers, with conformity indices

(CIs) between 0.31 and 0.76.12-16 Features of the lumpec-

tomy tumor bed on CT associated with lower interobserver

agreement include small volume, low cavity visualization

score (CVS), retroareolar location, dense breast paren-

chyma, and close proximity to the pectoralis muscle.12-

15,17,18 Surgical clips to delineate the tumor bed have been

recommended,19,20 but this has not been uniformly adopted

in North America, including at our center.

To further improve tumor bed visualization and inter-

observer variability in tumor bed delineation, magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) has been compared with CT.

Previous investigations comparing the 2 modalities have

yielded wide ranging results, however, with some finding

no benefit of MRI over CT21-24 and others finding signifi-

cant improvements in tumor bed visualization and CIs

with the use of MRI.25-27 Past investigations have used a

variety of MRI sequences, but conclusions on the ideal

sequence are inconsistent and uncertainty still exists.28,29

Several studies using serial CT scans have also found

that the lumpectomy surgical bed significantly decreases in

volume with time from surgery, which can lead to larger

volumes of normal breast tissue being irradiated in boost

and partial breast treatments.30-34 Adaptive planning may

be useful for some patients who have significant reductions

in the tumor bed volume over time. To our knowledge,

only a single study has used MRI to investigate patterns of

tumor bed volume change in the setting of PBI.35

The aims of this study were to investigate the interob-

server variability in tumor bed delineation using 3 MRI

sequences compared with CT at baseline and to quantify

the change in tumor bed volume between pre- and end-

of-treatment MRI for patients undergoing whole breast

radiation therapy.
Methods and Materials
Patients

Research ethics board approval and patient consent

were obtained for this study. Between August 2013 and

October 2014, 48 female patients planned for whole

breast radiation therapy after breast-conserving surgery

for in situ or early stage invasive breast cancer (Tis, T1-

2; N0-1, American Joint Committee on Cancer, 7th edi-

tion)36 were enrolled in the study. Two patients had bilat-

eral breast cancer. Therefore, a total of 50 lumpectomy

tumor beds were included for analysis. All patients were

prescribed 42.4 Gy/16 fractions to the breast, except for 3
50 Gy/25 fractions. Sequential cavity boost was pre-

scribed to 27 patients for young age (≤50) and/or close
margin <2 mm. As per institutional surgical practice,

cavities were closed superficially and surgical clips were

not routinely placed in the tumor bed, with clips placed

in only 5 of the 50 tumor beds.
Imaging

Patients initially underwent planning CT at a median

time from surgery of 46 days (range, 14-187) in the

supine position on an MT-350 breast board (CIVCO

Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA), with the ipsilateral arm

raised and abducted. Two-millimeter slices were acquired

from midneck to below the diaphragm on a Brilliance

wide-bore CT Scanner (Philips Medical Systems,

Bothell, WA), with in-plane resolution of 1 mm x 1 mm.

The clinically palpable breast tissue and surgical lumpec-

tomy scar were outlined with radio-opaque wires.

All patients underwent 2 sets of MRI in the same treat-

ment position, the first before breast radiation therapy at a

median time from planning CT of 1.9 days (range, 0-17),

and the second in the final week of radiation therapy at a

median time from the first MRI of 35 days (range, 18-

67). Imaging was performed on an open bore 3.0-T Verio

system (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany)

incorporating an 8-channel Spine Matrix coil with an 8-

channel torso coil placed on the chest, with a field-of-

view of 400 mm, in-plane resolution of 1.3 £ 1.3 mm,

and slice and gap thicknesses of 3 mm and 0.5 mm.

Three-dimensional (3D), noncontrast axial images were

acquired on voluntary inhale breath hold and 3 sequences

were performed at each timepoint: T1-weighted volumet-

ric interpolated breath hold examination (VIBE), T1 fat-

suppression (T1fs) spectrally adiabatic inversion recov-

ery, and T2 half-Fourier acquisition single shot fast spin

echo. The T1 and T1fs sequences were each performed in

a single breath hold with a scan time of 19 seconds (s)

and a spinal coil bandwidth of 490 Hertz per pixel (repeti-

tion time = 4.19 ms, echo time = 1.47 ms, flip angle = 9˚).

The T2 sequences were performed in a total scan time of

1 minute and 21 s (16s per breath hold), with a bandwidth

of 781 Hertz per pixel (repetition time = 2000 ms, echo

time = 98 ms, flip angle = 150˚).
Lumpectomy tumor bed definition and
analysis

Each tumor bed was assigned to 1 of 3 locations using

CT: within fatty glandular breast tissue, within dense

glandular breast tissue, or against the chest wall muscula-

ture. With surgical clips absent in 90% of the tumor beds

in our study, identification of tumor bed (or “cavity”) var-

ied across cases. Two observers (a radiation oncologist

[KH] and a clinical fellow [NL]) first assigned individual



Table 1 Patient and tumor characteristics

Characteristic Value

Age (years)

Mean 59

Range 39 − 83

Menopausal status

Premenopausal 8

Postmenopausal 40

Laterality*

Right 27

Left 23

Tumor Bed Location*

Against chest wall musculature 15

Within dense breast tissue 14

Within fatty breast tissue 21

Pathological TNM stage (AJCC 7th Ed)*

Tis 12

T1 35
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CVSs to each image set as per the guidelines of Landis

et al,12 where: CVS-1 = cavity not visualized; CVS-

2 = cavity visualized but margins indistinct; CVS-3 = cav-

ity visualized with some distinct margins and heteroge-

neous appearance on CT; CVS-4 = cavity with mild

heterogeneity on CT and majority of margins distinct;

and CVS-5 = homogenous appearance of the cavity on

CT and all margins clearly seen. Mean CVS § standard

deviation (SD) were calculated for CT and each MRI

sequence from the average of the observers’ CVS. Each

observer then independently contoured the lumpectomy

tumor bed on all CT and MRI, blinded to one another’s

contours. The interobserver variability between each

paired observers’ contours was assessed by measurement

of the CI: the ratio of the common volume to the union

volume. CI ranged from 0, in which there was no overlap

in volume between the observers’ contours, through 1,

which indicated complete concordance.
T2 3

N0 48

N1 2

M0 50

Histology

Ductal carcinoma in situ 12

Invasive ductal carcinoma 34

Invasive lobular carcinoma 2

Other 2

Grade

1 9

2 27

3 14

Margin (mm)

< 1 11

1 – 2 10

> 2 29

Time from surgery to initial planning (days)

Median 46
Lumpectomy volumes and statistical analysis

The mean tumor bed volumes § SD were first cal-

culated for each observer’s contours on CT and the

pretreatment MRI sequences and compared. Then,

relationships between tumor bed volume and CVS and

mean tumor bed volume on the pre- and end-of-treat-

ment MRI sequences were also evaluated using Pear-

son correlation coefficients and paired t test,

respectively. CVS, CI, and volumes from the CT and

MRIs were compared using the repeated-measures

analysis of variance test. When the P value from the

analysis of variance test was < .05, differences were

determined using the Tukey posthoc test.

Results

Range 14 - 187

Time from baseline MRI to second MRI (days)

Median 3518 - 67

Range

Adjuvant chemotherapy

Yes 7

No 41

Whole breast dose (Gy)

42.4 Gy/16 fractions 47 (94%)

50 Gy/25 fractions 3 ( 6%)

Tumor Bed Boost

Yes 27 (54%)

No 23 (46%)

* 2 patients had bilateral breast cancer.
Patient and tumor characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Lumpectomy tumor bed volumes

The mean § SD tumor bed volumes at baseline were

18.67 § 20.13 cm3 for CT, 17.16 § 17.32 cm3 for T1,

18.13 § 17.25 cm3 for T1fs, and 17.08 § 18.18 cm3 for

T2 (Table 2). There were no significant differences in

mean overall volumes between the MRI sequences and

CT, with MR:CT volume ratios of 0.92, 0.97, and 0.92

for T1, T1fs, and T2, respectively. At the end of whole

breast radiation therapy, the mean surgical bed volumes

had significantly reduced on each MRI sequence in com-

parison to the baseline MRIs (P ≤ .0001), with a mean

volume reduction of approximately 30% from 18.1 to

13.0 cm3 for T1fs, and 90% of the surgical beds reducing

in volume over time. As planning CT was not repeated at

the end of treatment, comparisons with MRI were not

performed at that timepoint.
Cavity visualization score

The mean § SD CVSs at baseline were 3.14 § 1.08

for CT, 3.26 § 0.99 for T1, 3.41 § 0.97 for T1fs, and

3.58 § 1.04 for T2. At the end of treatment, the mean §
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SD CVSs were 3.15 § 0.96 for T1, 3.29 § 0.94 for T1fs,

and 3.31 § 1.03 for T2. There were no significant differ-

ences between the 2 observers’ mean CVS. The CVS

tended to be higher for larger tumor beds (Pearson’s cor-

relation coefficient, 0.53). Compared with CT, baseline

T1fs and T2 MR sequences significantly improved the

CVS (P < .01). There were no significant differences in

CVS between T1fs and T2. At the end of treatment, there

were no significant differences in mean CVS among T1,

T1fs, and T2 sequences (P = .20).
Tumor bed location

Mean overall CVS and CI as a function of tumor bed

location are listed in Table 3. Cases in which the tumor

bed was surrounded by fatty glandular breast tissue had

the greatest mean overall CVS and CIs. Tumor beds

located within dense glandular breast tissue had the low-

est mean overall CVS and CIs for CT, T1fs, and T2.
Interobserver variability

At baseline, the mean § SD CIs were 0.65 § 0.15 for

CT, 0.65 § 0.14 for T1, 0.72 § 0.15 for T1fs, and 0.68 §
0.15 for T2. T1fs significantly improved interobserver

variability compared with CT, T1, or T2 (P < .001, P <
.001, and P = .011, respectively). A representative case

of tumor bed delineation by the 2 observers is demon-

strated in Figure 1. At the end of treatment, the mean §
SD CIs were 0.64 § 0.12 for T1, 0.72 § 0.12 for T1fs,

and 0.66 § 0.12 for T2. Interobserver variability was sig-

nificantly improved with T1fs compared with T1 or T2

(P < .001 for both). For tumor beds with a mean CVS <
4 on CT, baseline T1fs alone significantly improved the

mean CI compared with CT, from 0.58 to 0.67 (P <
.001), T1, or T2 (P = .001 and P = .038, respectively).

For tumor beds with a mean CVS ≥ 4 on CT, baseline

T1fs alone significantly improved the mean CI compared

with CT, from 0.76 to 0.80 (P < .001).
Discussion
This study investigated the interobserver variability in

breast tumor bed delineation using 3 MRI sequences (T1,

T1fs, T2) compared with CT at baseline and quantified

the change in tumor bed volume between pre- and end-

of-treatment MRI for patients undergoing whole breast

radiation therapy. T1fs reduced interobserver variability

on both pre- and end-of-treatment scans and measured a

reduction in tumor bed volume during whole breast radia-

tion therapy.

Appropriate treatment of the breast tumor bed for

both boost and accelerated partial breast irradiation

relies on accurate delineation of the tumor bed,



Fig. 1 A representative case of tumor bed delineation by observers 1 (blue) and 2 (red) on computed tomography (CT), T1-weighted,

T1 fat-suppression (T1fs), and T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Table 3 Mean overall CVS and conformity index as a function of cavity location

Location (% of tumor beds) CVS Conformity index

CT T1 T1fs T2

Within fatty breast tissue (42) 3.92 0.73 0.71 0.78 0.72

Against chest wall musculature (30) 2.96 0.60 0.59 0.69 0.64

Within dense glandular breast tissue (28) 2.74 0.58 0.61 0.67 0.64

Abbreviations: CVS = cavity visualization score; T1fs = T1 fat-suppression
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without which local control could be compromised or

normal tissue unnecessarily exposed. Although it is

established that CT is more accurate in defining tumor

bed volumes than clinical mark-up alone, studies still

show considerable variation exists between radiation

oncologists when contouring tumor beds.9-16 The use

of MRI in breast radiation therapy has so far yielded

variable results, but there is significant heterogeneity

in the methods of the publications to date, with many

studying small numbers of patients.

In our study, T1fs and T2 MRI were found to improve

CVS compared with CT. Giezen et al21 found no overall

benefit of T1 MRI over CT in 15 patients with surgical

clips, and moreover at low CVS found that CT achieved

better CI than MRI, suggesting that surgical clips were

important for better visualization of tumor beds on CT

for low CVS. Although some studies have identified

seroma extension beyond clips, and inconsistencies

remain a problem at many centers with the number and

location of clip placements (if placed at all), consistent
placement of surgical clips can be helpful for accurate

delineation of the tumor bed.19,20,37,38 With surgical clips

absent in 90% of the tumor beds in our study, both CVS

and CI were improved by T1fs/T2 MRI over CT. Giezen

et al21 and Petersen et al17 found that both CVS and CI

decrease when tumor beds are located near the pectoral

muscle or within dense glandular tissue, which our study

confirms as well. Nonetheless, T1fs MRI sequence con-

sistently achieved the least interobserver variability for

all tumor bed locations compared with CT, T1, and T2

sequences. Our CI for tumor bed delineation on CT

(0.65) was consistent with that reported previously in the

literature: 0.31,14 0.516,16 0.52,21, 22 0.56,15 and 0.76.12

Tumor beds that were not well-defined on CT (mean

CVS < 4) accounted for 82% of the tumor beds in our

study, and for these patients, T1fs significantly improved

interobserver variability. The T1fs sequence has the

potential to be beneficial for defining smaller tumor beds

and for tumor beds located within dense parenchyma or

against the pectoral muscles.
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CT-based studies have shown seroma volume can

decrease in up to 86% of patients during whole breast radi-

ation therapy.30-34 Adaptive planning can reduce the vol-

ume of normal breast tissue irradiated, whether it be for

sequential boosts, simultaneous integrated boosts, or

PBI.32,39,40 In our study, with a median time of 35 days

from baseline MRI until the second MRI, there was a

mean surgical bed volume reduction of 30% between the 2

MRI scans. Flannery et al34 studied lumpectomy surgical

bed volume changes after whole breast radiation therapy

using CT. They concluded that surgical bed volume reduc-

tions may be dosimetrically significant for patients with an

initial surgical bed volume ≥30 cm3, as 92% of these

patients had at least a 25% reduction in volume at second

CT. In their study, approximately 57% of their patients had

surgical beds ≥30 cm3. In our cohort of patients, only 16%

of surgical beds had a volume ≥30 cm3, with half of these

reducing in volume by ≥25% over time. The remainder of

patients in our study with surgical beds on T1fs of <30
cm3 (excluding those 5 without a decrease in volume) had

a mean surgical bed volume reduction of 29.2%, and alto-

gether 43.2% of these surgical beds had a reduction in vol-

ume by ≥25% over time. Jeon et al35 published the first

study, to our knowledge, of MRI monitoring of surgical

bed volume changes over time in the setting of PBI. They

found that 89% of patients had stable or decreasing seroma

volumes during the 10 fractions and that the seroma reduc-

tion rate was inversely proportional to the time interval

since surgery. Our patterns of volume reduction are consis-

tent with Jeon et al and findings from past CT studies, and

we conclude that adaptive planning with MRI may reduce

normal tissue exposure while avoiding further ionising

radiation exposure. This adaptive MRI planning strategy

could be most beneficial for patients with larger tumor bed

volume requiring boost and/or for PBI, especially with the

use of MR LINAC. One institution recently reported their

experience using MRI guidance for PBI, concluding they

could routinely use a clinical target volume (CTV) to plan-

ning target volume (PTV) margin of 0 mm, resulting in a

52% decrease in PTV volume.41,42 With adaptive planning,

the treated volume could potentially be reduced further in

those with decreasing tumor bed volumes. In our study, the

T2 sequence measured the smallest overall mean surgical

bed volumes of any modality or sequence, both at baseline

and at the end of whole breast radiation therapy. Because

T2 required multiple breath holds during acquisition

though, some patients’ data sets had motion artefact with

loss of surgical bed information, which could have influ-

enced the measured surgical bed size.

Past investigations have used a variety of MRI sequen-

ces, but conclusions on the ideal sequence are scarce.

Ahn et al28 investigated T1 3D spectral-spatial excitation

magnetization transfer (SSMT) and T2 3D extended

echo-train. They found that T2 extended echo-train

achieved an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, but if the

seroma was difficult to visualise, then T1 SSMT was
better, possibly because it enhances granulation tissue.

Huang et al26 used T1, short T1 inversion recovery, T2

fs, and dynamic contrast enhanced MRI sequences, con-

cluding that short T1 inversion recovery achieved the

best tumor bed visualization but had a slice thickness of 4

to 5 mm, which could lead to contouring errors. Jacobsen

et al29 used T1 VIBE and T2, concluding T2 achieved the

best tumor bed visualization, but information on the

methods used to reach this conclusion was lacking in this

study to be able to reproduce the results. In our study,

patients were scanned with inhale breath hold using T1

VIBE, T1fs, and T2 sequences, with good spatial resolu-

tion using 3-mm slice thickness. Compared with CT,

both T1fs and T2 improved tumor bed visualization. T1fs

also achieved the greatest improvement in interobserver

variability for all tumor bed locations and was the only

sequence to significantly improve CI for tumor beds with

CVS < 4. In our cohort of 50 tumor beds studied, 60% of

tumor beds had a mean tumor bed volume ≤ 15 cm3 at

baseline and 70% at the time of the second MRI. Also

considering the finding of Ahn et al,28 that T1 achieved

better tumor bed visualization when seromas could not

easily be seen, our findings support the use of T1fs

sequence in patients with small or hard-to-define tumor

beds. A further advantage of the T1fs sequence over T2

in our study is that it had a rapid acquisition time of 19

seconds, which could be achieved in a single breath hold.

In contrast, T2 acquisition time was 1 minute and 21 sec-

onds, requiring multiple breath holds, which introduced

motion artefact and uncertainties in reproducibility.

Limitations of our study include the relatively modest

number of patients and observers and the comparative

nature of our study without possible evaluation against the

“true” tumor bed. Surgical clips were not mandatory; thus

a small subset had surgical clips, and comparisons includ-

ing clips could not be performed. Given the goal to evalu-

ate MRI delineation alone, registered CT/MRI delineation

was not evaluated, as in most prior studies. Images were

acquired on a 3T MRI scanner, not on MRI LINAC. Our

study focused on interobserver variability in tumor bed

delineation, not CTV or PTV, which could reduce variabil-

ity because of the addition of fixed margins and CTV

being bounded by anatomic borders (eg, breast/chest wall).

Uncertainty as to the true dosimetric and clinical effect of

MRI for breast tumor bed delineation also exists (ie, CTV/

PTV will ultimately determine the clinical effect), and fur-

ther prospective studies are required.
Conclusions
T1fs is the favored MRI sequence for tumor bed delin-

eation in this study. It significantly improved CVS and

interobserver variability compared with CT at baseline and

also interobserver variability at the end of treatment com-

pared with T1 and T2. T1fs also measured a reduction in
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tumor bed volume during whole breast radiation therapy.

Further studies on tumor bed delineation using the T1fs

sequence are warranted, especially for its application in

adaptive boost and/or partial breast radiation therapy.
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